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where a good program
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SAN JON, NEW MEXICO, SEN
SAN JON SENTINEL
Pnbliitaed Fridtjri.

to be

' Kutered

as second class matter Jul)
the post office at San Jon,
at
., 1109,
Xew Mexico under act of Congress ot
March 3, 1879."

'

held for postmaster

at San Jon

I

An Executive Order issued

by

Advertising rater furnished on Ap the President requires competitive
ication
examinations by the Commission
for the position of postmaster at
C. C. Reed
Editor and Manager. all fourth-clas- s
post offiices at
Foreman which the annual
M. F. REED
compensation is
.

F, Ward.
Probate Clerk -- D. J. Finnegan.
Treasurer Lee G. Pearson.
. D. Cutlip.
Probate fudge
J.

I. J. Briscoe.
Superintendent of Schools
,

E. Pack.

Smith.

Surveyor-Orvi- lle

pointed under
ulations.
There are several

J. A. Harden, Pastor.
Xew Mexico.
San Jon,
of each
Rev. B. (J. Massuke Pastor. Skkvices, Third Sunday
month, morning and evening.
Preachihg every fourth Sunday Sunday School each Sunday mornat 11 oclock a. m.
ing at 10.30.
i
m.
8
oclock
Z. T. McDaniel Supc.
Prayer service,
All Christians especially invited
Prayer meeting eaery Wednesoay
for
the
to this prayer service
good
evening. Everybody invited
of the community.
T & M TIME TABLE.
Service at 2 oclock islow time)
on Saturday before the fourth
Daily.
No. 41, Passenger West 7: 20K m
Sunday. Everybody invited.
East 4:40 a.m.
Sunday School each Sabbath at No. 42, Passenger

Daily except Sunday.
.
J. D. Griffiths, Supt. No. 91, Local Frt.West 11:30
a.m.
92, Local Frt. East 10:30
A. R. H'irt, Sec.
O.R. DENTON, Agent.

Reg-

Civil-Servic- e

offices

p.m-N-

in

Quniy county to be filled .nd San
An exAmin-atio- n
Mr. Jon is one of them.
will be held at Tucumcari on
January 16, 1914.

An applicant for examination
e
Board of Commissioners.
for appointment to any
must reside within the territory
B. Rector.
First District-- W.
Second District Fred Walther.
upplitd by such post office. No
C.
Collins.
T.
Third District
change in the examination date
The application
can be made.
Precinct Officers.
blank may be secured from the
R. C. Mundell, Justice of Peace.
postmaster at any of the offices for
Dudley Andt rson, Constable. . which the examinations are held,
the Civil Service Commission, or
U. S. Local Land Officers.
postmaster at examination point,
and should be properly executed
Register R. A. Prentice,
Receiver N. V. Gallegos. .,
and forwarded to the United States
Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C.
Thanksgiving day is a day set
Examiuations bepin at 9 30 a.m.
in
services
for
religious
apart
post-offic-

--

kmwledgment ol divine goodness
By nature man is religious and
Thanksgiving day is an annual re
minder of this innate terderCy. If
we remember what were the conditions, circumstances, events and
incidents of the first Thanksgiving
diy, and allow thought to traverse
even rapidly the path of progress
until this Thanksgiving day of
1013, we shall haye a faint vision
of that for which the land
.
offer praise.

should

"

Office

!

THE
-CSAN JON

T owes
OFFERS

A

Company

SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY FOR

INVESTMENT.

Subscribe for your home pap
Then take the El Paso
er first.
great
Herald. Tne Siuthweu's
e t news paper."

Finest Valley in Eastern Quay County, New Mexico, is Located About the Center of the Valley, and is the principal

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

trading point of the valley.

Office

tel.

residence

100

Dr. B. F. HERRING.

.

Write for prices, terms and
:
descriptive literature to

HERMAN GERHARDT, mgr., Tucumcai, A.

NEW MEXICO

TUCUMCARI,

and in the

,

BUILDING

HERRING

SAN JON, the Most'Beautifully Located Tovvn,

130

The State Auditor while investigating the affairs of San Migual
Dr. W. LEM1NG
county discovered several school
teachers warrants endorsed by Speciality, kve, ear, nose throat.
Glasses fitted.
This gives us a better
mark.
Office, first stairway east of the
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"What's wrong with you, anyhow?"'
Glass.
demanded
took
It
details.
"Never mind the
not
"It's
me, it's the
some ingenuity."
Speed made a frantic
Evidently
"I
Mrs. Keap wrung her hands.
and
here
escaped, for the flow
was so terribly frightened! You see, lunge
water
ceased.
of
I
and
Jack will be back
It froze
during the night Oh-hwas afraid "
There was a call from Glass from I'm cold!"
"Cold, eh? Get onto that rubbing- the training-quarter"How can I ever do enough for you? board; I'll warm you."
An instant later the cowmen heard
You have averted a tragedy!"
the
sounds of a violent slapping mln- If
"Don't let Helen know, that's all.
she thought I'd been the head yeller " gled with groans.
Go easy. I say! I'll be black and;
"I won't breathe a word, and I
all look out! not so much in
blue
hope you win the race for her sake."
one
spot! Ow!"
Mrs. Keap pressed the hand of her
"Turn over!"
deliverer, who trudged his lonely way
"He's spankln' him," said Stover ad
Glass
where
toward the gymnasium,
miringly.
was saying:
fired
at sunrise.' Again the spatting arose, this time
The volley was
like the sound of a musketry fusllade
That means Saturday, Bo."
during which Berkeley Fresno entered,
"Larry, you're the best crape-hangby the other door.
of your weight in the world."
Don't be so brutal," wailed the
Larry bent a look of open disgust
OPPTRlgHT iWQ Jtr H&BFgP y BROTHERS
patient to his masseur.
upon his employer.
the
I'm pretty near through. There!
"That's you, Wally!" wheezed
"And you're a good runner, you are,"
SYNOPSIS.
Now
trainer.
get up and dress," ordered the
morn
this
he.
said
"Why, I beat you
who pushing his way out
are
ranch
trainer,
Heart
Cowboys of the Flying
ing."
"Into the arms of his Maker,
heartbroken over the loss of their mucn-prlze- d
The younger man glanced up hope- through the blankets, halted at sight
There to learn his fate"
the defeat of their
by
phonograph
or
with the cook
fully. "Couldn't you beat this cook?" of the onlookers.
champion in a foot-rac- e
"Here, what are you singing about?"
"How is he?" demanded Stover.
the Centipede ranch. A house party is
"You're the only man in this world
on at the Flying Heart. J. Wajllngford angrily protested Speed, as he round"He he's trained to the minute. I'm
I can outrun.
fipeed, cheer leader at Yale, and Culver
runview.
ed
into
doin' my share, gents."
champion
Covington,
s
"
" 'A tear, a sigh, a last "i
ner, are expected. Helen Blake, Speed
Mr. Speed!"
it's
"Oh,
"Sounds that way," acknowledged!
loss
the
in
sweetheart, becomes interested
Helen
chorused
to
Jean
of the phonograph. She suggests
"Shut up!"
the ranch, and the chaperon.
Chapln, sister of the owner of
to
As Glass consented to do this, the
that she induce Covington, her lover,
"Welcome to our city!" Fresno
win back the phonograph. Helen declares
speaker mused, bitterly, "'Early to
Speed will. greeted.
that if Covington wont run.
to rise.' I wish I had
The Cowboys are hilarious over the prosGlass tottered to the steps. "Them bed and early
Glass,
n
pect. Speed and his valet. Larry
who wrote those
the
asks songs," he puffed, "is bad for a man
trainer at Yale, arrive. Helen Blake
atn-letan
as
to
words."
her
Speed, who has posed
to race against the Cent pede man. when he's trainln'; they get him all
"Didn't you never see the sun rise
The cowboys join in the appeal to Wally. worked up."
and fearing that Helen will find him out,
before?"
"We had no idea you would be back
he consents. He insists, however, that he
"Certainly not I don't stay up that
so soon," apologized Helen.
shall be entered as an unknown, figuring
take
that Covington will arrive in time to from
"Soon!" Speed measured the die late."
his place. Fresno, glee club singer
"Wall afnt It Komitlfiil I M Th ntmit
Stanford university and in love with tance to a wicker chair, gave It up,
with the
Helen, tries to discredit. Speed and
w buo vclsv- Glass and sank beside his trainer. "We left fXXJrtt hllXUCU AUUUiA
ladles and the cowboys. Speed
supposed to be yesterday! We've run miles and miles
put in the time they are
spot.
training playing cardstoin a secluded
AU XV11' vwi ana um ana Buaaes
Speed how much and miles!"
The cowboys explain
ItinrT'And New York on the other
"You can't be in very good shape,'
the race means to them. Speed assures
The
cowboys
best.
his
do
will
he
them
volunteered the singer.
tell Glass it is up to him to see that Speed
de"I'm too 'tired to see beauty in any
"Oh, is that so?" Glass retorted. "I
the
gunman,
wins the race. Willie,
packand
clares the tralrier will go back east comes
He
thine."
he's
goat
got
my
say
great
ed in ice, If Speed fails. A telegram
As if mindful of a neglected duty,
from Covington saying he Is in Jail at I'm some runner."
to
If
Omaha for ten days. Glass in a panic
be
"And
I'd
you
you'd
obliged
Glass turned upon him. "What are
forces Speed to begin training in earnest. cut out those
s
songs.
deeply appealing
you waiting for? Get those
Speed declares to Larry that the best way
out Is for him (Speed) to injure himself. Speed glowered at his rival.
seized
He
slack
the
off your back."
Glass won't stand for it. Glass forces
to
who
was
hastened
Helen
It
a sweater and gave it a jerk.
of
to
running.
out
sunrise
at
practice
Speed
"Stand Still or HI Wallop Youl
smooth things.
"Don't be so rough; I'll come. You
"It's all my fault I asked Mr. Fres might care to remember you're work- Stover's companion. "Say, does Jt look
CHAPTER XII. Continued.
ranch
the
no to sing something new."
Along the road toward
like we'd win?"
ing for me."
"Bah! That was written by Wil
"I am working" Glass dragged his
buildings plodded two dusty pedes"Well, he just breezed a mile In
bundled
liam
room
of
Cromwell."
blond
a
one
the
youth
about
regardless
trians,
protege
forty, with his mouth open."
"No more of them battle-hymnsthickly in sweaters, the other a fat
complaints that were muffled by the ' 'A mile?" Fresno queried.
man who rolled heavily, and paused Glass ordered. J'They don't do Mr thickness of the sweaters "for my
"A mile?" Fresno queried.
now and then to mop his purple face. Speed no good."
life, and I'll be out of a job Saturday.
"Yes, a regular mile seven thou"All I want is a drink," panted that Now, get under that shower!"
Both were dripping as if from an imsand five hundred and thirty feet."
mersion, while the air about the latter youthful athlete, and Helen rose quick"Is 'forty' good?" queried Willie.
vibrated with heat waves. They both ly, saying that she would bring ice- CHAPTER XIII.
"Good? Why, Salvator never worked
stumbled as they walked, and it was water.
no faster. Here he Is now look for
will
of
effort
bebarked
"But
the
trainer
the
I'm
strongest
sharply:
by
0
know,
only
Larry,
you
yourselves."
to like these warm
that they propelled themselves. As "Nix! I've told you that twenty
ginning
Speed appeared, partly clad, and
in
times, Wally. It '11 put hob-nail-s
showers; they rest me." As glowing with a rich salmon pink.
your liver." He rose with difficulty,
he spoke, Wally took his
"Good morning," said Fresno pohis
and
he
where
feet
swaying upon
place beneath the barrel and litely.
"I came in to see how you
had sat was a large. Irregular shaped,
pulled the cord that con- liked the cold water."
d
area.
"Come on!
nected with the nozzle. The
"So that was one of your California
Don't get chilled."
next Instant he uttered a Jokes, eh? Well,
"I'd give twenty dollars for a good
piercing shriek and leaped
Speed moved ominously in the dichill!" exclaimed the overheated col from beneath the apparatus, upsetting rection
of the tenor, but Willie checked
lege man longingly.
Glass, who rose in time to fling his him.
"I would like to see you a moment, charge back into the deluge.
"We put the ice in that bar'L Mr.
Mr. Speed." Roberta rose from the
"Let me out!" yelled the athlete, Speed."
hammock.
and made another dash, at which his
"You!"
.
"Oh, and I've forgotten my" Helen guardian bellowed:
Stover nodded.
and
Willie
checked her words with a startled
"Stand still or I'll wallop you!
me
tell you I expect to
let
"Then
"It will What's got into you, anyhow?"
glance toward the, kitchen
have
pneumonia from that bath." The
be burned to a crisp." She hastened
The heads of Stover and Willie, young man coughed hollowly. "That'll
down the porch, and Fresno followed,
thrust through the door, nodded with the way I caught it once before, and it
while Speed looked after them.
me a bit if I'd be toq
"He must be an awful nuisance to gratification. him livened up consider wouldn't surprise
"It's
got
sick to run by Saturday."
a nice girl. Think of a fat sandy
to
"Listen
former.
the
able,"
quoth
"Oh, no; you don't get pneumonjl
flat
haired husband in a
that!"
once."
but
r
and a colored
with pink
in
be
must
battle
a
that
seemed
It
besides," Fresno added, "it
"And,
Run along, Muldoon," to
janitor.
minthe
behind
have time to show up by
for,
screen,
wouldn't
&
Glass, "I'll be with you in moment" progress
of
screams
the
the
with
gasping
Saturday."
When the trainer had waddled out gled
out of my room,,
commands of
"Get that
of hearing, Mrs. Keap inquired, ea athlete and the hoarse
Ten
for
Omaha
of
at
sounds
the
came
air damp."
makes
Detained
it
physical that's all;
the trainer,
"He's
gerly:
itn
Bill. "We're
rocked
Still
said
indeed!"
barrel
upon
"No
contact The
Days."
"Have you heard from Culver?"
and
use
see
it reg'lar."
to
that you
g
gdin'
"Didh't you know about it?" Speed scaffold, the curtains swayed
they neared the corner of the big,
Then of Glass he inquired: "What da
flapped violently.
ranch-housalready reflecting swallowed.
"Stand still!"
you do to him next?"
Roberta shook her dark head.
the hot glare of the morning sun, a
as
Ice!"
as
it'e
"It's
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
"He's In he's detained at Omaha
man's clear tenor voice came to them.
all."
that's
You're
"Nix!
overheated,
for ten days. I fixed it"
Ooo-h-h- !
Defines It.
I'm dying!"
!
widow dropped
"The volley was fired at sunrise.
The
overwrought
"of
daySea Captain Walter, what do yoa
Just at the break
"It'll do you good."
back into the hammock, crying weak
this?
him
call
trainin'
some,"
"He's certainly
"Did you get that?" one of the two ly:
Walter
Bouillon, sir.
said Stover.
"Oh, you dear, good boy!"
exclaimed hoarsely. "They're practicSea
a
Captain WSll, well; I must
"Larry, I've got cramp!"
and it's ours."
"Yes, I'm all of that. I I suppose
ing a death-marcon bouillon all my life and)
sailed
have
"It did harden him," acknowledged
I'd be missed if anything happened
know
not
did
It
Willie.
"And as the echoes lingered,
to me!"
had
How ever did you manage It?"
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His soul

passed away."
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vou are." he smiled down
y
cheery. Almost against her will she
"Of
welcomed his presence. She had al her reassuringly, compellingly.
told
had
if
you
are. Now,
ways felt vaguely relieved and com course you
away to
were
running
me
that
you
forted after one of his visits up Lome
I should probably have
although he talked with her father marry Walter,
delivered you safely
usually on rare old prints, and poll gone with you,
come back home.
and
tics, either subject finding swift re into his keeping,
By JOHN OARLINGL
But now," be leaned over until she
sponse from Mr. Osgood.
in his
"To Topeka," she said. "I expect to shrank a little from the fire
As the west door of the depot swung
eyes, "now you are going back home
work there now."
epen It hid the man fitting behind it
"That's good. It does tnyone good tonight, and I will see your father myfrom view. Katherine never even
to broaden out You must be over self. You don't want to fight your
fastened
stopped to cake sure it
own way in the world, dear heart.
now?"
after her. One glance up at the clock. twenty
in December." She You Just want to be loved and petted
"Twenty-twand she hurried over to the ticket win smiled
a chance to
wistfully. "It's pretty well up a bit, and given
dow.
breathe in an atmosphere that Is conup, isn't it?"
grown
Topeka," -she said, in a low voice. "Not to thirty-four,- "
he came back. genial. Isn't my atmosphere con"Baggage?- queried the young fel- Tm
away because I'm lone- genial, Kit; honest, now?"
low who was on duty at night "Be- some goingat the
The train had slackened speed.
house, and there's
up
cause she's coming along now. and
Katherine gave a little unsteady
to do there now."
nothing
you're hardly time to check it."
"Nothing to do?" she repeated, laugh.
"I'm trying to make up my mind."
1 hare only my suitcase," said quickly.
"Why, what a queer thing
Katherine, "Thanks."
know you're not You're fix"You
most
for you of all men to say, the
She picked it up and went out on active that I ever knew."
ing your hat on straight, and are all
the platform. The d
train was
"Well, there Isn't All my plans ready to follow me, aren't you?"
due any minute. As she passed out, hare been upset Just the way you'd
"Brentwood, Brentwood," called the
that man behind the door rose quick-jt-y break a cobweb down."
brakeman again.
and came forward, his hat pushed
Tm awfully sorry," she began,
"Hurry," said Katherine. "They
back from his face.
searchblue
her big
eyes
only stop here a minute." And they
"Ill take one to the same place, ing his for some clue to the trouble. , stepped off the train together Into the
AX" he said, with & grim smile.
"No, you're not not a single bit night
"It's Topeka, Mr. Gavin, and no Though I don't think you're done It (Copyright, 1913, by the McClur News,
sleepers on this train."
paper Syndicate.)
purposely, mind." He was still smilThat's all right, I don't "mind," ing. She had always felt a queer, unAid Gavin, pleasantly.
"You might steady little thrill when he bent his
to
her father and mother head and looked at her so, and had WORD IMPRESSED THE JURY
telephone
that I hare gone along to take care been angry with herself for It. He was
of her. You understand, Al?"
Kenneth Garin, the one citizen her Clever Use of Scientific Term Re
suited In Acquittal of
"Yes, sir. All right, Mr. Garin." Al little home town was proud of. It had
Simms pursed his lips for a silent tried to send him into the legislature
Lawyer's Client.
whistle as Garin stepped out into the and make him serve on committees,
The case was one of assault and
night The midnight train pulled in, but he had eraded the efforts as a boy
he
loved
knew
She
lessons.
and he saw the two board it, the girl erades
battery, and one of the witnesses was
local doctor whom the prosecuting
a
his
estate
still unconscious that she was being travel and books, and
big
followed. When he came back and up In the hills. Once in awhile he lawyer proceeded to bully, suggesting
unlocked the ticket office, he called up would come down to see them, driving that he was prejudiced in favor of
the defendant, and had wilfully dis
the Osgood house. He could hear the his big car alone, ceje "tjjgjttuIT1
news
finaltorted his evidence In his favor.
her
for
and
of
the bell,
prolonged ringing
fatherj0gSpurte)O
The doctor denied this, and went on
to
her
and
a
tone
amusing
ly drowsy, rather testy
asking
to
seemed
He
like
her.
had
to
who it was.
say that the defendant was suftalking
all
fering from "phalacrosis." The word
"It's me, Mr. Osgood, Al Simms, at some one who had arrived at
benow
he
And
sat
caused a sensation in court, and,
attainable.
things
Mr.
the station; yes, sir.
Garin Just
tellasked to define the disease, the docon
side
her
this
local,
midnight
told me to call you up and say he
sometor described it as "a sort of chronic
and
that
was
he
her
lonely
would look after Miss Osgood, as he ing
was
to
disease of an Inflammatory nature
blame.
how
she
was taking the same train through to
"I'm
which
6he
said
affects certain cranial tissues."
again, lawfully
sorry,"
Topeka."
to
on
are
Asked if it affected the mind, the
earth
you going
"Miss Osgood Is upstairs in bed and sorry. Why
doctor
said he was not posing as an
Topeka?"
Asleep."
"To
he
look
but he had known some perafter
promptsaid,
expert,
you."
"Pardon me, Mr. Osgood, but I Just
sta- sons when suffering from the disease
was
at
the
down
I
"You
see,
ly.
sold her the ticket myself, and the
tion waiting for them to come after become raving maniacs, and others
train's gone,"
There was a faint smothered sound me. There had been a latewasmeeting merely foolish. Some showed dethere, structive and pugilistic tendencies,
like a groan and a muttered word of at the club. Your father
took while many others had suffered for
You
the
too,
by
probably
way.
thanks then silence, and Al Simms
of his absence to run away, years and had never shown any menstared thoughtfully out of the dark advantage
now didn't you?"
tal abnormalities.
window pane.
tell
the
her
will,
He refused to say anything further,
Slowly,
against
On the train Katherine found a
filled her eyes.
tale
tears
and the Jury promptly acquitted the
seat easily. Nearly all the occu"You don't know what life Is like to accused, because, as the foreman expants cf the car were already asleep
"You don't plained, "Doc said there was somein rarying postures. She sat close to me," she said, tensely.
know anything about it"
thing the matter with his head."
the window, rery cold and straight
but
I?"
"Don't
When the case was over the prosehe
looking at the reflection of herself in with a humorous replied, warmly,
In
his
cutor
eyes.
gleam
sought enlightenment as to the
its darkened surface. It was like a
for
father
"After
years?
your
and found that
ksowing
mysterious
regatire held to the light Her face I've watched you grow up. Miss Kit- "phalacrosis" disease,
meant
baldness.
seemed strained and unnataral. and
since
erer
seren
for
the
years,
ty,
past
still its lines were all softened and
I came back from my first trip around
toned down.
8martly Rebuked.
the world. You were fifteen then, and
She had hardly come to the full real- I
Is
not
It
often miserliness gets
heard you play on your riolin out In
ization that the step was taken, that
a
such
rememrebuke as Is
one
straightforward
the
afternoon,
garden
she had thrown off the bond cf duty
In
recorded
this
story.
and lore that held her to her home, ber?"
In the early days of Primitive Meth-odisflashIn
she
E
"The
Nocturne
flat"
and was going out to find herself.
there traveled In
That was the way she had put it to ed back at him. "I know. Then eccentric minister named England an
Neale, who
herself for weeks, to find herself. whatr
was
famous
for
his
I
around.
waited
plain
Just
talking.' On
"Nothing.
Somehow back home in the Jumble of
one
occasion
he
was
filled
who
seemed
to
be many
There
preaching miswarring personalities, she had lost the
sermons
a
at
sionary
I
not
life in a way
could
village so noted
hope
grip on her own self. At her feet was your
for
its
small
collections
that he deterher suitcase, and tucked half under to."
mined to pass the plate himself. On
enmean
Walter."
had
She
"You
her skirt, her riolin case. While she
his round he came to a farmer who
bad that she was never afraid. It tirely forgotten Walter in her eager- was, as Mr. Neale well
knew, the richwould bring her money for food and ness to escape from her home bound- est man In the
This
place.
individual
shelter and clothes until she could aries, and yet, there certainly had placed a
in
the
penny
plate. Mr. Neale
take lessons and broaden out her been Walter as a conspicuous figure
stopped
immediately, and said In a
From Topeka she would go in her life. It had nerer occurred to loud voice:
scope- east gradually. It must be ea6y when her that anyone could regard him as
"Take your penny out, man! Take
one was young and alone, and all the a serious person. "Don't you know
out! Don't you see you've covered
it
that he's going to be a naral engineer,
world lay ahead.
your laborer's sixpence?"
She threw up her chin with renewed and has gone for four years to San upThe
rebuke was effectual, and a
determination and looked down the Francisco? He went two weeks ago, much more
valuable coin was placed
aisle at Kenneth Gavin smiling at her. and I nerer, nerer even dreamt any- on
the
plate.
He bowed end came leisurely forward one thought we cared for each other
that that way."
with outstretched hand.
"Eentwood
Press Agent "Called."
Junction," called out the
"Now, Isn't this a lucky chance.
he exclaimed. "I was brakeman at the door.
Miss Kitty
Press Agent Miss De Star, I'm goGavin rose, and picked up her suit- ing to work up a story that
dreading the night trip, and here I
your pet
case and violin.
fnd you to talk with. Going far?"
Tomeranian poodle swallowed nil
your
"We get the down train here," he diamonds.
Katherine hesitated. The one person she really would hare avoided said.
"It's due in about ten minMiss De Star Why,
Fr, do you
was with her. His eyes held no ques utes."
think I want people to think I have
tioning: his voice was natural and, "But I'm not going back. I'm"
only enough diamonds to till a poodle'
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DRY

PRACTICAL

--

-

FARM

Hiere Are Three Essentials for
Farmer to Consider.
Depth of Soil, Amount of Precipitation
and Evaporation Are Conditions

That

Far for Success
or for Failure.

Go

(By NORMAN E. HOLDEN.)

In speaking of dry farming from a
practical standpoint, It would seem
that the conditions which go to make
dry farming possible should be of first
consideration. There are three essentials for the dry farmer to consider before attempting to dry farm. They are,
depth of soil, amount of precipitation,
and evaporation.
One attempting to dry farm with
less than four feet of soil is handi
capped to commence with. There are
many places in the west where there
is from 18 to 20 inches of soil on top
of a bed of gravel. Some of the most
beautiful laying land that I have ever
seen has this condition, and the worst
feature of it is that it has been filed
on by prospective homeseekers, be
cause it means utter failure for those
and also a black eye to others.
Take, for practical results, this season on my own farm in Dillon, Mont.
Everything has dane well, the farm has
paid, despite the fact that it has been
dry. A crop has been raised with one
and one-hal- f
inches rainfall from the
time it was planted until harvested.
There was no rain during the main
growing season; we have had hot
winds continuously. The results are
most encouraging. Why was this possible?
With a soil averaging 10 feet every
drop of moisture it was possible to
store was stored. When the crop was
taken off this land in the fall of 1908
a disk harrow was used immediately.
In 1909 the first treatment it had was
an early double disking. Then the
common spike-toothharrow was conused
until
tinuously
freezing weather
in the fall. The spring of 1910 it was
seeded to different crops, consisting
chiefly of Durien wheat (Kubach), although there were other crops, among
them Red Turkey winter wheat, seeded the middle of August, 1909, which
has given most excellent results.
There was flax, corn, potatoes and al
most every kind of garden produce.
And right here the success of garden
truck on dry land should be mentioned. I have either read or heard some
speaker say that one should have a little spot that is susceptible of irrigation to supply the table with garden
delicacies. This, is not necessary. If
I were asked what one line of dry
farming I considered the most successful, the answer would be gardening.
The most splendid results can be obtained from the dry-langarden. It
is a general belief that lettuce, radishes, young onions and the like are
not up to quality in the dry-lan- d
garden. This Is not true, as the very
highest quality of this stuff can be
garden.
produced on the dry-lanThe past season, while it has been
the driest we have any record of, we
have had lettuce, onions, radishes,
cauliflower, tomatoes, cabbage, carrots, parsnips, garden peas, kohl rabl,
turnips, and in fact everything that
can be grown in our altitude, which
is 5,300 feet. This garden produce
takes rank right along with that of Irrigation. The tonnage is not quite as
largo, but the quality more than offsets this.
This year we have tried out the
sugar boot, and while there has been
no tosts as yet for the sugar, the yield
has been splendid, averaging about 10
tons per acre, some Individual beets
weighing nine pounds, while garden
beets wont 3H pounds, carrots IM
rounds and onions one pound.
An aero or two thoroughly prepared
for the garden is the best Investment
a dry farmer can have. This land
should be tilled a whole year In
with a view of conserving the
moisture, nd, if possible, fertilized.
ed
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BROWN FOR MILLINERY

i

Though They Require Constant Cart
the Effect It Worth All the
COLOR HAS USURPED PLACE OF
Trouble Necectary.
TAUPE AND SMOKE GRAYS.
The work of restoring the fingers
to their normal state may be better
if a girl is willing to
Change Makes for Richer Coloring-T- an accomplished
feed the fingers two or even three
and Rembrandt Crownt Vie
times a day, althouh once a day, if
With Each Other for Populartreatment is faithfully adhered to,
ity Some Recent Model.
will make a decided Improvement
that can be easily noticed as she pro
In millinery browns seem to have ceeds.
A very simple method Is to hold
taken the place of taupe and smoke
so
In
much
grays,
vogue last season, the finger tips in warm oil for about
and In every department In which ten minutes at a time and then rub
new materials In goods by the. yard them about vigorously as if washing
or for trimming are shown, brown the hands; press the oil In and about
tones are well to the fore.
the cuticle, so that all the surround
Bronze panne trimmed with brown ing flesh will be thoroughly fed.
Should agnails appear after the
ostrich feathers and satin ribbon was
used for a smart turban shape with nails start to grow out properly, clip
soft crown raised toward the back. off only what is absolutely necessary,
as clipping too deep Is likely to cause
The ostrich feath
a thick growth w.hich is not easily
ers encircling the
gotten rid of without first having
crownterminating
sore fingers. After clipping wrap a
on the left In a
bit of cotton about an orangewood
high standing
stick, dip it in peroxide, then rub over
feather effect, finthe clipped cuticle; when dry press
ished with loops
a little cold cream over the spot. If
of brown satin
the cuticle Is sore enough to be
ribbon.
troublesome It may be touched light
Another smart
ly with colodion. Iodine is also very
model in dark
good, but, as it stains the skin, it is
brown velvet was
not
used quite so frequently as the
trimmed with botfirst
mentioned lotions. However, as
tle green ostrich
it speedily relieves the pain, If one
feather tips and
The mil- is careful to put on only a drop or
velvet ribbon to match.
liners are using Florentine red and two it would not show very much,
likewise bottle green, peacock green and wears away in a day or two, be
cause the hands are washed fre
and a smoky-blu- e
gray.
A fetching draped toque of Floren- quently.
tine red silk velvet, recently importFASHIONS AND FADS.
ed, was trimmed with a red wing and
aigrette, held In place by large loop
of mink.
Dark, rich colors are emphasized.
New tailored costumes are olive
Tarn and Rembrandt crowns vie
with the smart cap shapes in popu- green.
There is a marked popularity of the
larity, and these larger crowns are
usually girdled with bands of ribbon, hip tunic.
Among dainty footgear, beaded
laid in soft folds and tied in excesheels
of
appear.
the
sively chic bows near the back
are mantle coats with wide,
There
hat. An oval toque of prune moire
full
raglan backs.
silk shows a Rembrandt crown of the
Fur appears In vivid tones of yel
silk encircled by two plaited bands of
prune moire ribbon, a band of deep low, blue, rose and purple.
Waistcoats are in a great variety of
blue moire ribbon being placed becolored effects.
embroidered
tween the prune bands with daring
Is
a
There
tendency toward wide
but artistic effect. The three ribbon
around the hips.
effects
bands are tied in pocket
and
dress skirts show
Both suit
a flat bow at one
three-flounceffects.
near the tunics and
side
The most extensively used furs are
back of the hat
beaver, red fox and sable.
and the two lynx,
An
interesting fashion detail is the
prune loops stand
high poke collar, both on dresses and
erect.
Rem- coats.
Another
brandt model in
In the Nursery.
black velvet had
a distinct knack In the
is
There
chocolate
two
method
of
lifting and holding the
brown ostrich
plumes at one baby.
Both hands should be used, for Inside, the plumes
rising from a gilt stance, In lowering the baby from the
lap to the bath. For the greatest combuckle.
cov fort, one hand should support the
Buttons
ered with the hat material are anoth- baby's back, while his head rests
er noticeable feature, and It is inter- upon the lower arm or wrist.
The legs and lower part of the
esting to learn what may be done
with buttons in the way of hat orna- child's body are lifted with the other
hand.
mentation, some of the
inBefore putting the baby Into the
models being very smart
deed. For example, a soft crowned bath wash the child's face and head
blue velvet hat, shown among the so that no soapy water can get Into
cuts In the large drawing, had a his eyes or mouth.
Not every mother has the art of
slightly rolling brim with wired lace
frill Inside, and was trimmed at one making her lap comfortable. When
side with .a huge red velvet button dressing the baby it is best to sit in
from which rose an ostrich ornament a low rocking chair without arms,
with one foot upon a stool in order to
In tassel effect.
MARY DEAN.
deepen the hollow in which the child
.
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BEAUTY IN SHAPELY FINGERS
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Capital Is Taking on the Attributes of a Metropolis

"The city protects Its citizens from
unnecessary noises," said MaJ. Sylvester, "but as Washington each year
takes on more and more the attributes
of a metropolis the number of necessary noises Increases."

Just then a man blustered Into the
outer office and demanded a copy of
the police regulations.
"I want," he said, "to find out what
we've got to submit to and what we
haven't. A crowd of boys congregates
in the alley back of our house. They
yell and howl there and play ball, and
they cut up the brooms that they find
In the alley entrances and use them
for bats."
"What will you do about that?" the
correspondent asked Maj. Sylvester.
"It must go through the courts."
"But the policeman on that beat
shouldn't he have done something?"
"We'll investigate that. There are
regulations forbidding ball playing
and disorderly conduct on the city
thoroughfares."
Then there Is the tragic story of the
apartment house resident the cliff
dweller of civilization. One of these,
wooing a greatly desired morning nap,
is awakened in the young hours of the
morning by the milkman.
Then comes the ice man, clatter,
clatter, into the alley. Certain horses
must be addressed in loud and mandatory tones else they will not stand
Just right

Fewer Strong Men Found

Among Recruits of Today

Iilfll5!
"I used to think
WASHINGTON.
was the quietest big city In the world," sighed a
"good old times" person, "and I loved

it on that acount. But now

1"

If memory serves, It was Mrs.
Adams, wife of the president, who
complained of Washington as a wilderness. The streets, she said, were
composed of mud that covered the
hubs of the wheels of her carriage.
Probably, with such a paving there
was practically no noise of traffic-like- wise
no traffic.

RECRUITS in the army are
physical standards since

the days of the Civil war, according
to Captain Harold W. Jones and other officers of the army medical corps.
During a recent Investigation measurements of 600 recruits were examined, and it was found that the percentage of strong men enlisted is by
far the lowest at the present day, only
33 per cent, as against 57 per cent
in 1875.

The men considered weak at the ly," says that officer. "As I have said,
present time are 43 per cent, as I think there is no doubt that we are
against 10 per cent, in 1875. At getting a different type of man in
tention is called to the fact that the the service today from what we got
recruits years ago; he may be just as good
percentage of foreign-bor- n
has fallen from more than 60 per cent and he may have more brains, but
xo about nine per cent It is suggesthe does not seem to have as much
ed that many of the recruits obtained brawn.
"Whether the present-da- y
recruit
years ago were hardy German and
Irish emigrants of stocky build, would last as well under the old conwhich may account for the great dif- ditions of hard frontier service with
ference in the percentage of strong sanitary conditions far inferior to
men.
those of the present time Is hard
"We must take the figures cautious to say.

d
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If a child's feet grow tired in warm
Those Girdle Endt.
Of course, girdles with long ends weather they should be rubbed with
A hot
are being worn, and will continue to salt and bathed in cold water.
a'lso
Is
hene
a
and
daily massage
be worn throughout the coming sea- bath
son; but the obi bow is just a little ficial.
newer. Now, to break the monotony,
Fruit Buttons.
why not take the ends of one or two
latest
The
things in buttons are in
to
girdles, press them out and proceed
of
form
fruits, the small ones
the
make a. nice, fat, loose Japanese obi
and
strawberries, the larger
It's as easy as the cherries
bow of them?
traditional "spill" off the old log. The apples and plums. These are Inused for
light
obi may be worn front or back, and trimming country dresses
voile.
or
no
ends.
crepe
with
has simply two loops

She Proves to Husband
LOVES Mb

husband so (
itfUCH DAT

TRUlV
OWN

Her

Wifely

Devotion

unique name of Doremus Erasmus
One
Cadwalader
Riddlesperger.
went
"I
continued
the
Judge,
night,"
to a country dance not far from my
home and among the dancers was a
Mr. Pinkney Commlllon, who had for
his fair partner Miss Mahaly Maholy-back.- "
Mr. Burleson seemed to doubt the
veracity of the Alabama member.

"That's not

all,"

continued

the

Judge. "A young colored woman, smilcame to our
ing and

of
REPRESENTATIVE Clayton
on Postmaster- - house one day bearing a fat little inThe proud
General Burleson the other day and fant of the female sex.
found him sweltering over some un- mother on being asked the name of
Jolly-lookin-

pronounceable postoffice addresses.
He came to the rescue by telling of
some of his own experiences.
"One of my good frlnds and supporters in all my races for congress,"
Judee Clayton averred, "had the

g,

her o I.'spring replied:
" 'You know dat I loves ma husband.
I sho' am awful fond of dat man, and
so I called our baby a name to show
how much my love is fo' its father. I
named it Truly Thine Own.' "
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But This Really Happened.
"Son," said th.e man in th AutomoHe
bile, stopping in front of the farm
"Is Dr. Rybold in tbe Audience?
house, "is this the right wad to
is Wanted Immediately."
"By Request Miss Pownder Will
"Yes. sir." answered the farmer'
Now Favor the Company With an Inboy.
strumental Solo."
"How far is it from here?"
"Gentlemen, I Have the Pleasure of
"Well, sir, if you keep on goin I
Introducing the Hon. John Smith, the
FAVORITE

;1

i:

FICTION.

People's choice for Next Governor."
"I Smoke Occasionally, Doctor, but
Never to Excess."
"Gentlemen of the Jury, I Have Pep
feet Confidence That Your Verdlc
Will Be in Accordance With the Law
and the Evidence."
"I Have the Best Husband In the
World. But"
"I Shall Occupy Your Attention Only
a Few Moments."
CROSSING THE CONTINENT.

K t

SEED POTATOES IN COOL PLACE

KEEP

0000)
JOKES

NT1N

reckon it's about 24,998 miles, but if
you turn back an' go the other way It
ain't more'n about two. You must
have slipped through it without"
"
!" bellowed the automobil- lst, starting his machine again and
turning around In the road.
"You're welcome," said the farmer's

!

boy.

Woman's Way.

"Can you read my thoughts?"
They were near the cold, gray ocean

His ard
with its eternal pulsation.
ent glance rested upon her glorious

face.
"No," she answered quietly, "I do
not care for light .reading." A bittern

rose near them, emitting a loud shriek
as It took wing. Puck.

1

Who Was Good?
"Mamma tells me you have not
been spanked all day, Jane," said the
father upon his return home. "So
you've been a good little girl all
day?"
"It Isn't that. It is mother who
has been angelic all day." Ladies'
Home Journal.

Hodge

What's the porter passing

around?
our trip
Dodge Schedules for
across the continent.
Hodge Schedules of what?
Dodge Showing in which states it
is illegal to smoke cigarettes, take a
drink, play crlbbage, and so on.
A

Stags Celebrity.

Her mind Is not
So very quick,
But she gets on,
'Cause she can kick.

in

Helping Along Duets.
Bacon
An Ohio
inventor has
out
a
brought
laundry machine that
bleaches clothing by electricity at the
same time they are being washed in
hot water.
Egbert Very good so far as it goes,
but what we really need is a scheme
that will allow mother to assist daughter at the piano while the clothes are
being washed.

Fine Yield of Potatoes.

(By WILLIAM H. UNDERWOOD.)

Potatoes intended for seed should
be kept hard and plump during the
winter and this can be done only by
keeping them so cool that they" will
not sprout.
When potatoes sprout they take
part of the starch that is stored up in
Lacked Nerve.
"I met Jack a few hours ago on his them and manufacture it into living
way to propose to Miss Richleigh. cells. This energy is all wasted for
There he is now and by the expres the sprouts have to be pulled off.
Some farmers make it a point to
sion of his face he got the cold shoul
der."
"sprout" their potatoes once or twice
the winter, this being done to
I
during
was
with
Just talking
"No;
him;
their growing. But the amount
prevent
what he got was cold feet."
of energy thus lost is considerable,
and the loss increases as the winter
Scarcity of Excitement.
Tipple There does not seem to be draws to a close.
I raise potatoes in large quantities
much excitement for you girls down
here.
Sibyl No. Fourteen of us are en
INJURIES BY THE BAGWORM
gaged to the hotel clerk, and the rest
are waiting for the proprietor, who is
In Last Few Years Pest Has Aban
11 In bed.
Puck.
doned Evergreens and Attacked
Many Deciduous Trees.
UNIVERSAL DISCONTENT.
--

Suggestive.
Percy I wish to buy some paper. I
am bashful and am going to propose
to a young lady by letter.
Clerk This is a stationery store. I
guess you're looking for a hardware
stcre.
Percy A hardware store?
Clerk Yes; you need sandpaper.
Judge.
Even the Bull Knew.
The New York girl, spending her
Vacation in the country, was complaining to the farmer about the savage way the bull regarded her.
"Well," said the farmer, "it must
be on account of that red blouse
you're wearing."
"Dear me," said the girl; "of course,
I know It's awfully out of fashion, but
I had no idea a country bull would
notice it!" New York World.

A

h7 L. HASEMAN.)
The tough silken bags hanging from
limbs and twigs of evergreen, shade
and fruit trees in tbe winter are fa
miliar to many farmers throughout the

,.' tt
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and each year place them in cold storage. I prefer to pay the expense of
the storage and be sure that they are
kept in a perfectly plump state rather
than to keep them in a room with a
high temperature as Is done by some.
In the spring the potatoes come out
of the cold storage house In perfect
condition and it takes but a few weeks
for them to develop strong sprouts
that rise out of the soil and develop
strong stalks and leaves.
Many farmers have not the opportunity to put their potatoes in cold
storage houses, but they should endeavor to keep their potatoes at a
very low temperature. The nearer. 33
degrees the potatoes are kept, the bet-

ter.

many deciduous trees and shrubs. The
rapid increase and spread of the pest
to orchards and to shade trees and ornamental shrubs in cities, parks and
cemeteries have occasioned a great
deal of loss in the past three or four
years.
- The bagworm is easy to control, at
least upon trees of moderate size.
There are two methods of destroying
the pest, by collecting all of the bags
and by spraying with poison. If the
bagworm Is restricted to only a few
trees, one can easily collect all of tho
bags in the winter when the leaves
are off. This method Is In common,
use and is entirely effective, if carefully done. It does not work so well
on evergreens and, of course, is out
of the question in very large orchards
or groves. In such cases It Is necessary to spray when the young cater--,
pillars begin to feed upon the foliage
in the spring. Early spraying should
be practiced as the pest is destroyed
before the foliage is consumed. The
first regular application of poison for
the codling moth, Juet after the blossoms fall In the spring, will also control the bagworm in orchards. One .
careful application of poison before
the first of June will usually control
the pest either upon fruit, evergreen
or shade trees.
.

Visitor

How's the climate

around

here?
Farmer I reckon it's purty much
like other climates. It ain't much fur
stiddy comfort, but it's mighty convenient an' reliable as a means of
the boarders' minds off'n their
other troubles.
How Birds Destroy the
ta-kl- n'

Women and Hats.
You may talk about women,
Of their style and all that,

But the smaller the woman
The bigger the hat.

Indeed Not.
Ways of
Yeast They say a fish never does
Church Europe
atop growing.
hand to us.
open
Crimsonbeak Well, it hasn't anyGotham Yes;
thing on a fish story, at that.
over there wants

the Palm.
is extending
nearly
a tip.

the

everybody

Dagworm:

"V

Orchardlst and Dairy Animals.

If tho orchardlst with a fair amount
Woodpeckers and Blackbirds Break
of
free land will study the dairy cow
Through the Tough Silk Bags. The
Birds Are Very Helpful In the War- and her wants, attend dairy convenfare Against This Pest.
tions, read good dairy literature, post
up on feeds and feeding and test his
country. The caterpillar which makcH herd for profitable animals, he will
these 1h commonly culled a baKworm, prosper.
baskctworrn or dropworm. In the past
it has been moro or less troublesome
Don't keep a horse going after It
on evergreens, but in tho last few begins to show
signs of exhaustion,
years It has become destructive to You will save time by
resting a bit

V
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WOMEN

OPERATION
How She Was Saved From
Surgeon's Knife by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegeta.
ble Compound.
"The first two years

t was married I suffered

so much from
female troubles and
bearing down pains

that

I

could not

stand on my

feet

long enough todo my
work. The doctor
said I would have to
undergo an operation, but my husband
wanted me to try
Ltfdia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable

PURIFY

TOWN

Residents of Roscommon, Ireland
Take Determined Stand Against
Lawbreakers.

ESCAPES

Mogadore,OhIo.

WILL

Com-

pound first I took
three bottles and it made me well and
strong and I avoided a dreadful operation. I now have two fine healthy children, and I cannot say too much about
whatLydiaE.Pinkham'sVegetableCom- nas done for me." Mrs. Lee
Sound
B. F. D. 10, Mogadore, Ohio.
Why will women take chances with
an operation or drag out a sickly, halfhearted existence,missing three-fourtof the joy of living, when they can find
health in Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound?
For thirty years it has been the standard remedy for female ills, and has re
stored the health of thousands of women
who have been troubled with such ailments as displacements, inflammation,
ulceration, tumors, irregularities, etc
If you want special advice write t
Lydia Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Yonr letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict confidence
hs

EtoaftB)

'OUT

cum-n:n3- .

writs (or mr

'RUN

Mil book,

the most instructive)

MEDICAL BOOK EVBB WRITTEN, IT TELLS ALL sboul th.M
DISEASES End th REMARKABLE CURES EFFECTED bf

THE NIW MBNOH REMEDY. N.I. N.2. HJL

THERAPION tSTSSS

43-19- 13.

uvr

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

O

.

Bears the

A,

Narcotic

PjaptmitU

all blue.

ice in France.

or SORTS

DO WN'or'OOT IHIILUlf
SUFFER (row KIDNEY. BLADDER. NERVOUS DISEASES,
CMRONIC WEAKNESSES, ULCERS, SKIM ERUPTIONS, PiLBt.

It fou

-

--

1,800
serv-

FEZE TO ALL

If It's the rem.dr for YOUR own allm.nt. Don't sand cob
Prompted by a spirit of emulatoin, a
Ab.0lut.l7 PR IB. No'followap'eiroulars. Dr LeClerO
number of women in the county o Bronchial troubles weaken the system. HMD.
CO. UAVEMTOCK KO. HAMrSIEAD, LONDON, JtMO.
Pneumonia sometimes follows. Dean's Menitoscommon have started a crusade tholated Cough
Drops prevent trouble.
Vale motorcycles at factory prices,
against the activities of the liquor
1913 models. Taylor Bros.. Oklahoma,
I
City. Write for catalogue and prices
traffic in that territory, says a Dublin
The umbrella has its ups and downs,
letter.
but it never kicks.
Live stock In exchange for 180,000
of Ft Smith reaiestate. AdWANTED worth W.
They have not yet adopted the amaD. YOUNG, Ft. Smith. Ark.
dress
zonlan methods of the women of Kan
It's easier to hear of ghosts than it
sas, but there is no doubt they is to see them.
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.
have gone a long way toward modelc
ing their campaign on the best Amer
ican lines.
The town of Roscommon has a
liquor saloon for every 20 of its
adult population, and the women fee
tht this generous provision of drink
ing facilities must be removed before
vi li
the place can be restored to a norma
For Infants and Children.
state of sobriety.
They have therefore constituted
themselves a sort of vigilance society
and for the last two or three market
days they have paraded the town looking for persons under the influence of
drink, whom they promptly handover
ALCOHOL-PER CENT
on discovery to the nearest policeman.
for AsAWgetable
Preparation
They also mix among the customers
SWl i
g
HieFoodandRetfula-tinsimilating
in the saloons, disguised in various
the
Stomachs
Bowels
of
and
ways, and report the smallest breach
of the licensing laws to the local
Judges.
What is more surprising is that
Promotes DigcsHon.Cheerful-nes- s
many of the wives and daughters of
and Rest Con tains neither
have
the harassed saloonkeepers
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral
cam
joined these new temperance
Not
paigners. They feared the social os
tracism that would follow a refusal to
Afjor fOMDrSAWELmfEX
act with the other women more than
the remonstrances of their husbands
and fathers.

A Soft Answer, Etc.
Young Wife, pettishly You always
seemed to have plenty of money be
fore we were married.
Loving Husband It was only seeming. 1 had very little.
Young Wife And you told me you
expected to be rich.
Loving Husband I am rich, my
Variously Employed.
I've got you.
dear.
is one
. "The writ of habeas corpus
Yonkers Statesman
subsided.
She
of the safeguards of human liberty."
"Sometimes it's that," replied Judge
Make the Most of Opportunity.
Shellbark, "and sometimes it is only
is no day too poor to bring
There
a means for the ostentatious display us an
opportunity, and we are never
of wealth."
so rich that we can afford to spurn
what the day brings. Opportunities
SAGE TEA AND SULPHUR
for character always bloom along the
DARKENS YOUR GRAY HAIR pathway of our duty and make it fragrant even when it is thorny. Samuel
J.
Burrows.
Look Years Younger! Try Grandma's
Recipe of Sage and Sulphur
Fly Caused Serious Fire.
and Nobody Will Know.
A fly caused a fire in a large house
Almost everyone knows that Sage at Westport, New Zealand, not long
Tea and Sulphur, properly compound- since. The fire, by which the house
was burned to the ground, was due to
ed, brings back the natural color and
lustre to the hair when faded, streaked the fly which escaped from a burning
or gray; also ends dandruff, itching mass from a gas jet into, which It had
and alighted on the window
scalp and stops falling hair. Years flown,
set them ablaze.
ago the only way to get this mixture curtains,
was to make it at home, which is
Severe Rheumatism
mussy and troublesome.
Grove Hill, Ala.: Hunt's Lightning
Nowadays we simply ask at any
Suland
store
for "Wyeth's Sage
drug
Oil cured my wife of a severe case of
phur Hair Remedy." You will get a Rheumatism and my friend of toothlarge bottle for about 50 cents. Every- ache. I
surely believe it is good for
body uses this old, famous recipe, because no one can possibly tell that all you claim for It. A. R. Stringer.
you darkened your hair, ae it does it 25 and 50c bottles. All dealers. Adv.
so naturally and evenly. You dampen
a sponge or soft brush with it and
A Chronic Thirst
draw this through your hair, taking
"There is nothing in a name."
one small strand at a time; by morn"Certainly not. I know a man named
and
hair
the
disappears,
gray
ing
Sprinkle whose throat is invariably
after another application or two, your dry."
hair becomes beautifully dark, thick
and glossy and you look years younger.
Liquid biue is a weal solution. Avoid
it. Buy Red Crou Ball Blue, the blue that's
Adv.

There are now more than
aeroplanes in regular and active

Hand In Hand.
"It's queer how fashions follow politics." "Do they?" "Hadn't you noticed it? Why, no sooner did the political parties begin to split than the
women came out with split skirts."

Adv.

The father of twins knows whether
two can live cheaper than one.

Ctmrifitd

RENOVINE."

Suff

MMWaMSEttllSBSIStWaBHawaBI

A

perfect Remedy forConstipa

lion , Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-nes- s
and LOSS OF SLEEP
Facsimile Signature of

hi
p

NEW YORK.

u

Use
For Over

Thirty Years

The Centaur CoMrVwr.

myitis tsiiii

Guaranteed under the Foodanj

uiiuu u

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Shipping Fever
bottle guaranteed to do so. Best thing
doses often enre s case. One
s
for brood mares. Action the blood. 60o and II a bottle. $6 and 111
aosen Dottles. Druggists and Harness snops. Distributors ALL WUOLB
BALH DBUGGIST8.
nt

8POHN MEDICAL CO.,
Chemists and Bacteriologists, Goshen, Ind., U. S. A.

Certain liver Remedy that
Puts Calomel Out of Business

Me iv

From Hot Springs, Ark., where the
Best Medical Brains in America are
Located No More Constipation
To relieve constipation with violent
remedies that simply force their way
through the bowels is easy but how about
the after effect of such strenuous
The people of America are now offered
a Liver, Stomach and Bowel remedy by
name HOT SPRINGS LIVER BUTTONS,
that is a certain cure for constipation.
They are gentle in their action and give
speedy and blissful relief.

Hoofe Hop A

if Yours Is fluttering or weak, use

--

Mads by Van

Vloet-Mansfle-

ld

They are so good for all Liver, Stomach
and Bowel ailments that famous physicians in Hot Springs, Ark., prescribe them
because they know of nothing better.
They are a grand tonic. They build you
up; make yon eat, sleep and work better.
drive sallowness,
They
pimples and
blotches from the skin and are splendid
for headache, dizziness and nervousness.
All real drug stores carry
cts.
SPRINGS LIVER BUTTONS-- 25
Your money back if they are not just
grand.
Free sample and 100 of our 17,000 testimonials from Hot Springs Chemical Co
Hot Springs, Ark.

HOT

farfr

Drug Co., Memphis, Tenn. Price $1.00
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICK OF CONTEST

NOTICK OF CONTEST.
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The Commissioners court
Potter county in Texas have accepted a petition for a local opti n
of

Serial No. 0704
Contest No. .488S

Serial No. 01337b

Curry county in the vicinity
Grady roports the building of
thirty-twsilos in the past six
months.
o

There are twontynine school districts in Quay county with 1.227
scholars en. oiled, with an average
of a little over forty-twto each
district. Teachers salaries aver-ag- e
$56.30 ber month.
o

The could expenb profitably in
ten years $ 100,000,000 in the re- cluimation of arid and semi-ari- d
lands west of the Missouri river,
The lands once reclaimed could be
broken into farms of from thirty
to sixty acres, every one of which
would be taken up promptly, is
the reqort of Secretary Lane of
the Interior Department on returning from his trip through the west.
Twenty six bodies are still entombed behind tons of debris in
the Star Canon mine No. 2 at
Dawson, although more than a
month has elapsed since the explosion, which killed 263 of the 284
men within the workings.

The United States marshal! of
New Mexico asked for two troops
of cavalry to take eight
Navajo
Indians, who are charged with
rioting and horse s.ealing, and
who have fortified themselves in
the mountains near Shiprock.
They have rallied many of the
tribe to thfir support and the afro:an was iaen on .1me nature ot an
Indian uprising.
'

1

LIVE BURG
from tucumcari sun
A

Hugh Swift and the Sun man
took a trip to San Jon Wednesday
in Mr. Swift's five passenger Ford
traveling aaound by Lovd and
Norton. The trip was made without accident of any kind, although
it can be truthfully said that there
are more creeks, cross roads and
high centers northeast of Norton
than any other place in the world.
San Jon was found to be a busy
little burg. The local Baptists
are putting up a three thousand
dollar concrete block church. Rev.
Masterson, the associational missionary, is the chief architect and
stone mason. He was found laying the stone with the ease of a
real professional. A force of men
were busy excavating lor a new
four room adobe school house.
The adobes were already made
and on the ground. When finished the school will be one of the
best in the countv. Dr, Elder is
building an addition to his residence, and Z. T. McDaniel is hav-In- g
a couple of houses moved into
town from the country.

Contest No, 4873

Tucumcari N. M. October 20.
191 3. To Jasper N. Prest ridge of
Olustee Oklahoma and San Jon
N. M. Contesstee: You are hereby
notified that William L. Harnett
who givts Wheeler Texas as his
e
address, did on September 1 a, 1913. tile in this office
his duly corroborated application
to contest aud secure the cancellation of vour Homestead Entry
Serial No. 013376,
post-offic-

made April 22, 1910 for NE
S ction 22 Township 11N Range
34 E N. M. P. Meridian, and as
grounds for his contest he alleges
that said claimant has never established residence, and haswholy
abandoned said claim for more
than One year last past and next
to the date of this instrument,
and has sold all the improvements
from said claim and said defects
have not been cured.
You are, therefore, further noti
Bed that the said allegations will
be taken by this office as, having
been confessed by you, and your
said entry will be canceled there1-

-4

under without your further right
to be heard therein, either1 before
this office or on appeal, if you fail
to rile in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of this notice, as shown below
your answer, under oath, specifically meeting and responding to
these allegations of contest or if
you fail within that time to file in
this office due proof that you have
served a copy of your answer on
the said contestant either in person or by registered mail. If this
service is made by the delivery of
a copy of your answer to the
contestant in person, proof ot such
service must be either the said
contestant's written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy,
showing the date of its receipt, or
the affidavit of the person by whom
the delivery was made stating
when and where the copy was
delivered; if made by registered
mail, proof of such service must
consist of the affidavit of the person by whom the copy was mailed
stating when and the post office
to which it was mailed, and this!
affidavit must be accompained by!
the postmaster's receipt for the

letter.
You should statu in your answer
the name of the post office to
which you desire future notices to

be lent to you.
R A. Prentice Ilecelver
V. (iallegos, KcKisUr

Date of first publication Oct.
'

second
" third
fourth

J.

S.

hand Office at Tucumcari, N. M.,
Oct. 28th
Notice Is hereby given that Nellie
K. Jennings of San Jon, N. M., who
Nov. I IOI3
on May. 10th, 1907, made H. E, Ser,
To Henry B. Becklasof Hinton No, 07832 No 17830 for El-- 2
30 & Sl-- 2 SEl-- 4 Sec. IS)
Okla. Co.Ntesstee: You are her thy NE H Sec.
andon Sept. 12,1910 made Addl. Entry
notified that Henry B. Sharp who Serial 013710, for Nl-- 2 SEl-- 4 See l!
Sec. 20
gives San Ion New Mexico as his and
did
October
address
4, Twp, UN Range 34 B N M P
post office
1013 rile in this office his duly Meridian, has filed notice of
corroborated application to conte- intention to make Pinal five Year
st and secure the cancelation of on Orig. three year on Addl
your homestead entry No. 18040 Proof, to establish claim to the land
Serial No. 07904 made May 28th
above described, before Charles C.
for lots 7 & 8 9&10 Sec. 4 Twp. Reed, U. S. Commissioner at San jon
8N Range 34 E New Mexico Prin N, M, on the i5th
day of Dec. 19M
his
for
Meridian and as grounds
Claimant names as witnesses
contest he alleges that entryman
Tom Card en, J. J). Richardson,
has wholly abandoned said entry L C.
all or.
Mar; in C. F.'Marden
for more than six months, last past
.
San Jon New Mexico.
and next prior hereto, and which deR. A. Prentice, Register
fects have not been cured & furthfailer the said entryman has
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ed to comply withthi Act of June
08012
6 tb 1912 in that he has not residOI3711
ed on said entry tor a period of
U. S. Land
of
the
Iuteriar
Department
seven months in each year for
Office at Tucunieari, New Mexico
three years, nor has he cultivated October , 28 th 1913.
one sixteenth and one eighth of
Notice is hereby given that
I. e total are 1
the
required by
of San Jon New
John
-1

.19-0- 7

a--

?

above mentiomed act.
a a

Jennings

on June 26th 1907,
ntitfnrl Mexico, who,
will be tak-- 1 made Homestead Entry Serial

flirt tt fsttt ttxi lirfc i

that the said allegations

N.

18445, for Ei 2
en by this office as having been con- - No. 08012,
fessed by you. and your said entry SW1-- 4 Lots 3. & 4 Sec. 19 and onwill be cancelled thereunder without September 12, 1910. made '
your futher right W be heard there- - Add
entfy Sefia, No;OI37II
in. either before this office or on ap,
or El2 NWl" Wl 2 NEl
peal, if you fail to file in this office,
N.
within twenty days after the 3 Twp. 11 N, Range 34 E,
FOURTH publication of this notice j M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
as shown below, your answer, under of intention
make fina, Five
,0
.
oath, specifically meeting and respon-- ;
-

;

ear on ur,g'
mree3ear on
ding to these allegations of contest,
or if you fail within that Mine to A,d'' Pr00 to establish claim to
tile in this office due proof that you . the land aboye described before
have served a copy of your answer on j (Varies C. Reed
the said contestant, either in person jj. 5. Commissioner at San Jon
or by registered mail. If this ser vice is Nf M on the 15th
day of Dec.
made by the delivery of a copyof ;our
answer to the contestant in person,
Claimant names as witnesses.
proof of such service must be either
Tom Carden. J. D. Richardson,
the said contestant's written acknow
ledgment of his receipt of the copy, L. C. Martin, C. F. Mardin all of
showing the date of its receipt, or San Jen. N. M.
KA. Prentice, Register
the affidavit of the person by whom
'
...1
Jtl.. was iuaue Kiauug wueu
wie ueuvery
r
and where the .copy was delivered;
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
if made by registered mail, proof of
07176
such service must consist of the affidof
the
Interior U. S. Land
avit of the person by whom the copy Department
Office at Tucumcari, New Mexico
was mailed, stating when and the
postoffice to which it was mailed, and October 28 1913.
this affidavit must be accompanied Notice is hereby given that Richby the postmaster's receipt for the ard A.
Sharp of San Jon, N. Mex.
letter.
You should state in your answer who, on March 11 th 1907,
the name of the postoffice to which mado Homestead Entry Serial No.
you desire future notices to he sent 07176, no 15997 forSEi.4 Section
to you.
R. A. Prentice Register
31, Twp. 9N, Range 34 E,
N. V. fiallegos, Kecelvcr
N. M. P. Meridian
Date of first publication Nov. 7. 1UI3 has filed notice of
intention to
M
NOV. I I, liW.'f
second
make
final
Five year Proof, to
nov. li, vm
(bird
Nov. 2H, 1013 establish claim to the land above
fourth
discribed, before Chas. C. Reed
U. S, Commissioner
at
San Jon
Tonight'
New Mexico, on the 15th
day of
j

-

t

;

--

M

N,

I

IVpart incut of the Interior V. S. hiiml
Office at Tucumcari, New Mexico

election. Amarillo will soon be in
Department of the Interior,
the midst of another prohibition
fijrht. Election will be Saturday, United States Landoftice,
Dec. 6th .
of

Depart ment of the Interior,

M

Tonight,

if

you

feel

dull and December, 1913.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Stupid, or billon and constipated
Nov 7 tike a done of Churnherlain'H Hale Russell, Jess Crecelius
VV. T. Ilrown
J. Brown
Tablets and you will led all right
of San Jon, N, M.
ull
21 tomorrow. For urile by All dealetn
R. A. Prentice,
adv.
K'egistef
31
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GAS, DYSPEPSIA

mp

mon

'Tape's Diapepsin" settles sour,
gassy stomachs

in five

Time Itl

minutes

You don't want a slow remedy when

your stomach is bad or an uncertain
one 0r a harmful one your stomach
It too valuable; you mustn't injure It
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for its
speed in giving relief; its harmless-ness- ;
its certain unfailing action in
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs.
Its millions of cures in Indigestion,
dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach
trouble has made it famous the world
over.
Keep this perfect stomach doctor in
your home keep it handy get a large
case from any dealer and
fifty-cen- t
then if anyone should eat something
which doesn't agree with them; if
what they eat lays like lead, ferments
and sours and forms gas; causes headache, dizziness and nausea; eructamber
tions of acid and undigested
as soon as Pape's Diapepsin
comes in contact with the stomach all
such distress vanishes. Its prompt
ness, certainty and ease in overcoming
the worst stomach disorders is a revelation to those who try it. Adv.
food-reme-

Invalid's Sweet Patience.
Who does the most complaining In
this world? Not the invalids. For
hours on hours they lie there, secretly
resolving, "Let me make myself less
a sorrow to others than I was yesterday." And these are the victories,
grander far than those of war. When
these moral conquests are extended
over months, perhaps years, the heroic
sufferer's room often becomes a chamber of comfort to all who are unhappy.
What a triumph when to the chair of
some grand martyr come the friends
of a wide circle that her gentle hand
may wipe away their tears. These are
the uncrowned queens of our race. In
almost every home there is a name
above every name that of the sweet
and patient invalid.
Not Fit For Ladles
Public sentiment should be against it,
and we believe it is: there can be no reason why ladies should have to suffer with
headaches and neuralgia, especially when
Hunt's Lightning Oil gives such prompt
relief. It is simply a question of getting
the ladies to try it. All druggists sell
Hunt's Lightning Oil in 25c and 50c bottles. Adv.

There are 1,800,000 acres of land
under cultivation In Orange Free
State.
Radium Is now valued at $2,400,000
an ounce.

TORTURING

TWINGES

rheumatism is caused
Much
kidby weakened kidneys. When the
acid,
uric
of
blood
neys fail to clear the
the acid forms into crystals like bits
of broken glass in the muscles, joints
and on the nerve casings. Torturing
pains dart through the affected part
whenever it is moved. By curing the
kidneys, Doan's Kidney Pills have
eased thousands of rheumatic .cases,
lumbago, sciatica, gravel, neuralgia
and urinary disorders.
so-call- ed

A COLORADO CASE
-Kveryiierurt
Tell a Story"
John T. Scantling.
140 Johnson St. Trinidad, Colo., says: "I
was helpless In bed
for three months with
rheumatism. When I
did ret up, I had to
use crutches. Besides

backache and rheu-

pains, I - had
trouble with my kidneys. After doctoring
unsuccessfully, I began using Doan's Kidney Pills. They cured
the terrible pains and
I have been able to
work every day since.
I feel like a different
matics

man."
Cat Doan's at Any Stora.

BOe

a Bo

DOAN'S "piII

FOSTER-M1LBUR-

N

CO.. BUFFALO, N. Y.

SIGNING OF RU880-TURKI8VERY IMPRE88IVE.
H

Particular.
How do. you want
Asked the waiter.

PACT
I

Witness Telle of Famous Historical
Event That Occurred on 8unday,
March 3, 1878 Peace or War
Hung In the Balance.

your eggs?"

Make the Live?
Do its Duty

"Soft boiled," replied the man, who
Nine times in ten when the liver
dislikes the cold storage system. "And
I
see that
get 'em that way. Those right the stomach and bowels are riht
you served me yesterday morning CARTER'S LITTLE
were merely thawed."
LIVER PILLS
nf Ivhntfirml v mm
- i
CARTERS
He who reads will run against a pel a lazy tivcr tuX f
its duty.
lot of information that he who runs do Cures
ITTLE
Con X
111
will never read.
IVER
stipation, In
PILLS.
I

I

digestion,

J
I am Inclined to think that I wit
Mrs.Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup for Children Sick
Inflammareduces
Headache.
neesed the most impressive sight of t teething, softens tnc gums,
tion, allays pain.curea wind colic,25c m bottleU
Distress After Eating.
and
j
my life Sunday, March 3, 1878, the
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,
day on which the signatures were at
A woman seldom hits anything she
Genuine must bear Signature
tached to the treaty of peace between
aims at especially when she throws
Russia and Turkey at San Stefano.
at a man's head.
In order to arrange terms of peace herself
an armistice had been declared JanuNo thoughtful person uses liquid blue. It's
ary 81, and slowly the rumor spread a pinch of blue in a largo bottle of water.
that when, Sunday, March 3, a review Ask for Bed Cross Ball Blue. Adv.
We Will Pay You $120.00
to distribute religious literature In tout community.
was to take place in honor of the
00 days' work. Experience not required. Man or woNova Scotia's apple crop is far
man. Opportunity for promotion. Spare time may be
czar's acceptance of the throne, there
Used.. U&raalloaaj MM Frm, 1014 ink St., nUaMfkta
to
normal, owing
frosty spring.
was more than a possibility that peace
might also be concluded that day. In
consequence, a large number of , ex.
curslonlsts from Constantinople ar- WHENEVER YOU HEED
rived at San Stefano by steamboat
shortly after dawn, and when, as early
as six in the morning, the whole of
GROVE'S
GENERAL
the Imperial guard a magnificent
body of some 35,000 men paraded before the quarters of the Grand Duke
chill Tonic is Equally
Nicholas, even at that early hour a The Old Standard Grove's Tasteless
crowd of over twenty thousand specValuable as a General Tonic because it Acts on the Liver,
tators had assembled.
Drives Out Malaria, Enriches the Blood and Builds up
Slowly the hours passed, and two
o'clock in the afternoon came and
the Whole System. For Grown People and Children.
went without any movement from the
house, so that at last the dread fear STou
know what you are taking when you take Grove's Tasteless chill Tonic
began to pervade the expectant watchlabel showing that it contains the well known
ers that even now some difficulty as the formula is printed on every
tonic properties of QUININE and IRON. It is as strong as the strongest bitter
might have arisen which would pre- tonic and
is in Tasteless Form. It has no equal for Malaria, Chills and Fever,
vent the signing of the articles of
Weakness, general debility and loss of appetite. Gives life and vigor to' Nursing
peace.
Removes Biliousness without purging.
Mothers and Pale, Sickly Children.
Happily, however, this fear proved Relieves nervous depression and low spirits. Arouses the liver to action and
unfounded. War, after all, was not to
the blood. A True Tonic and sure appetizer. A Complete Strengthener.
break out. The review was delayed purines
No family should be without it Guaranteed by your Druggist. We mean it 50c
owing to the fact that the grand duke
was waiting for the signatures to be
attached to the treaty, which could
not be done until the Russian and
Turkish copies of that document were
S3.5O
complete.
Whether the delay was caused by
AND $R.oo
the well known dilatory tactics of the
Turk I know not The fact remains,
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
however, that it was not till close on
1
t .mirm.
Beat Boy a' 8heaa In the WorU
five in the afternoon that the grand
fj.uu, 92.50 ana ?s.w
duke rode up to the diplomatic
BEOA1C BUSINESS
IK 1ST
chancery and asked at the door if the
OK fSTS CAPITAL. KOWTH1
OF
LARGEST
IUIU SS 80
treaty was ready. As he waited for a
4.00 SHOES IK THE WOBXD
reply the agitation of the crowd grew
Ink TAnr dealer ta thaw tod
so intense as to almost reach breakW.L.Doualag 13.60. it.OO and 4U.S0
shoes. Just as gooa in ityie, ni ana
ing point. Groups of anxious watchers
the
. wear as other makes eotinf $5.00 to $7.00
be
to
"Is
it
whispered nervously:
snoes in an
only difference is toe prire.
and
peace or war? Was the prostrate
leathen, styles and shapes to rait everybody.
If you could vliit W. L. Donglaa large factories
gasping Turk to be called upon to
t Brockton, Haas., and see for yourself how
once more put up the beBt defense he
earefnllr W. L. Doualas shoes are made, yon
4F
wabM then naderataad war thev are warranted to
g
could to the relentless and
fit better, look better, hold their ahapo and wear longer
Russian forces?"
than any otner mate tor ine price.
If W. I.. Donglaa (hoes are not for sale in your vicinity.The grand duke, wheeling sharply
order aired iroin ine lawory. diiob ior kiwj mmiber of the family, at all price, or rarcei von, postaire
round, galloped off to the hill on which
flAVTlOKI
free. Wrtte for IllnetriUed Cutulog-- It will
few
a
Km that W.L.
how you now to oraer dj mau, ana way you can
the army was drawn up, and
I
are money on your iooiwew.
DourIm name Is
Brwas"
. law. ltuBeTrrun
minutes afterward a carriage
tamped on the bottom. W. Ij. Monalw. SOI Spark Stmt. -kt
seen rapidly driving toward the spot
As he approached the commander-in-chie- f,
General Ignatieff, rose and,
speaking very slowly and distinctly,
said, "I have the honor to congratulate
your highness on the signature of
peace."
A roar of satisfaction rose from the
soldiers in the ranks. The grand duke
rode between the lines and, halting on
a small hill, exclaimed: "I have the
honor to Inform the army that, with
the help of God, we have concluded
treaty of peace." Again the cheering
rose and swelled, for there was not a
Rifles Shoot Well, Work Well and Wear Well
man present who did not experience
a feeling of intense relief that all posThe rough , hard usage that hunting rifles often receive
now
was
war
of
renewal
sibility of a
requires them to be constructed on sound mechanical
at an end.
principles and of the best materials. All Winchester
All the officers then dismounted, the
rifles are so made. Nothing is left undone that will make
soldiers knelt and, of a sudden, a
them shoot well, work well, look well and wear well,
crowd
the
over
hush
spread
great
Brand-- are
made for alt Unit of Hunting
Red V
Winchester Cunt and Ammunitlon-T- he
which had only a few seconds before
new haven, conn.
been noisily elated with excitement
Winchester Repeating Arms Co..
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To Clean Plaster Casts.
Dip the cast in cold liquid starch.
When dry brush off the starch and
the dirt will come with it, leaving the

cast like new.

Sirup. Taste Good.
til BettCoueh
in time. Sold by DrngsriiU.
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PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

toilet preparation of merit,
Helps to eradicate dandruff.
For Reatorinff Color and
Beauty to Gray or Faded Hair,
boc. ana ai.w at vrugYists.
A
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Why Pay More
than three dollars
for a Hat when
the
Trmi nnn hnv
w4
WORTH?
v- -

y

kL ff

4

WORTH" HATS are
IVOR

7

THE PRICE.

We are expecting a Big

Ad-

dition to our Hat Stock in a
We will have
few days.
DERBYS and Fancy Shapes
as well as the" Standard
Styles.

We also earry a good line
of STETS&T Mats and Caps
of nil kinds.
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DRESS GOODS
Our Dress Goods department is more complete
than ever as we have

received several new
pieces of
French IPoplln,
(Dordette,
IFIannels,
ilk$ and

Worsteds.

pa v you to see our

HOME GOODS CATALOGUE

before sending away for anything.

JON MERCANTILE COMPANY
The house that saves your money.

SAINT

.K.

M- -

4
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We have appointed Mr R. M. Avoid S( dative Cough Medicines.
NOT1CK FOK PUBLICATION
Wernetas our agent at San Jon,
testiThe following unsolicited
If you want to contribute directand he is now ready to receive
monial should certainly &esuffice-n- t
03992
cream and is located at Star Gro- ly tc the occuience of cappliary
fo
and
lo give hope
couiage
014010
cery Bldg we will always pay bronchitis and pneumonia use
cronic
with
dysppersons afflicteb
Department of the interior IJ. the highest possible price for cough medicines thai contain
"
I
have been a clonic S. Land Office at Tucumcari N.
epsia:
morbhine, heaoine and other
Butter Fat, and guarantee
and
all
the
for
M.
years,
Oct. 28 1913.
dyspepsia
weights and Tests, we have seditaves when you have a cough
medicine have taken, "Chambe-Iain'- s
Notice is hereby given that
supplied Mr. Wernet with a com- or dold. An expectorant like
me
more
done
have
Tadlets
James Thomas King, of Revuelto, plete Bobcock Testing outfit and
CoUh Remeby is what
good than any thing else," says N. M . who on Feb. 13th
1909.
e will take pleasure in testing is needed. That cleans out the culV. G. Mattison. No 7 Sherman made II K. Serial,
o. 03992, lor either cream or whole milk tor ture beds or breedingplaces for
Y.
N.
St., llornellvilie,
Dec. 10, igiomade
any one free of charge. For any the germs of pneumcnia and other
adv. Addl. Serial No. 014010 for. Lots
For sale by All Dealers
information desired call on Mr germ diseases. That is why pneuSection 31, R. M. Wernt he will
3 & 4 and Ei-- 2 SVVi-4- ,
gladly monia never results from a cold
Twp. 12 N. Range 34 K. h. M. 1. assist you in any way possible when Chamberlain's Cough Reme
Meridian, lias filed noti;e of
and will appreciate your pat- dy is used. It has a world wide
Declare War on Colds.
to make Three year proof, ronage.
reputation for its cure. It, contains
no morphine or other sedative
to establish claim to the land
Crcsent Creamery Co.
A crusade of education whicn
For sale bv All Dealers
adv.
above described, before Charles C.
Tucumcari N. M.
aims "that common colds become
Heed, U. S. Commissioner, at San
uncommon within the next generaJon, New Mexico on the .5 li day
They Make You Feel Good.
tion" has been begun by promine- of
A Night of Terror
Dec, 1913.
nt New York pysicians. Here is
Claimant names as witnesses.
The plesant purgative effect
which the
a list of the don'ts
M.
T,
Abbott, Delton Jenkins, produced by Chamberlain's TadleFew nights are more terriable
doctors say will prevent the ann-v- L. A.
Shiplet, C. A. Rodgers, all ts and the healthy condition of than tnad of a moeher looking on
visitation of the cold:
of Revuelto, New Mexico.
body and mind which they dreate her child ehoaking and gasping
"Don't sit in a darughty car."
K. A. I'kkniiok. Kf.:ihtcr
for breato during an attact of
make one feel joyful,
"Don't sleep in hot rooms."
For sale by All Doaiets.
adv. croup, and nothing in the house
"Don't avoid the fresh air."
to relieve it. Many mothers have
"Don't stuff yourself at meal times
passed nights of terror in this
Over eating reduces your resistanc
situation A little forethought will
To which we would add- - when
enable you to avoid all of this.
you take a cold net rid of it as
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is
quickly as pssible. To accomplish
a certain cute for croup and has
ODNf D8 DDdDlLlLA I1& never
that you will find Chamberlain's aDMJB W.DSA.IH&
been known to fail. Keep it
Cough Kerned v most excellent.
t hand
Foi ale py all Dealers.
adv.
Sold by Alt Dealers.
adv.
Chronic

Dyspepsia

co-din-
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